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Abstract Arithmetic coding (AC) is often chosen for joint compression and encryption. In
this paper, we conduct a careful analysis of secure binary AC schemes based on interval
shrinking regarding its security. We first give theoretical conditions for our attacks, then
under these conditions we are able to recover the plaintext using traditional AC decoder
without knowing any shrinking information. The attacks are feasible to uni-shrinking and
symmetric bi-shrinking in different AC models. Extensive simulations are carried out and
experimental results have validated our theoretical analysis. Effective remedy is also given
in the end.

Keywords Arithmetic coding · Joint compression and encryption · Cryptanalysis ·
Interval shrinking

1 Introduction

Joint compression and encryption is an effective and practical way to protect large volume
of data, especially multimedia data. With the advances of hardware and software, the vol-
ume of multimedia data increases dramatically, and compression is a requirement to save
bandwidth in transmission and space in storage. Meanwhile, encryption is often involved for
security consideration. Generally speaking, there are three encryption strategies when com-
pression is concerned. The first strategy is encryption before compression, and it has been
widely investigated in multimedia encryption, e.g. data scrambling in the spatial domain of
images and videos. The main problem of this strategy is encryption usually degrades com-
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pression performance dramatically because the encrypted data is hard to be compressed, and
thus it is not adoptable in practice. The second strategy is encryption after compression, and
it is feasible in applications because the compression performance is intact, e.g. encrypting
compressed multimedia files using traditional encryption algorithms such as AES. However,
it still faces various challenges. For example, the encrypted files may not keep format com-
patibility because traditional encryptions are usually operated on binary streams without
consideration of any format specifications; the synchronization between compression and
encryption is also a problem in real-time transmission as the encryption speed must match
the throughput of compression or vice versa. The last strategy is joint compression and
encryption, which can do two operations in a single step and meet the requirement of secu-
rity and efficiency simultaneously. The superiorities of joint compression and encryption
over other two strategies are evident: 1) the complexity in computation and implementation
can be saved; 2) the problem of synchronization between compression and encryption is
eliminated; 3) the compression performance can be well maintained even after encryption;
4) the compressed file can be format compliant so that both plain and secure decoders work
well on the encrypted data and not exception will be induced. For these reasons, joint com-
pression and encryption are adopted in many schemes and systems protecting multimedia
data [1, 5, 17, 24, 31, 32].

Arithmetic coding (AC) is a prevalent choice to design joint compression and encryption
system. Researchers have explored joint encryption and compression by taking a vari-
ety of compression algorithms into consideration, such as Huffman coding [26, 31], AC
[28], quadtree coding [5], and embedded zerotree wavelet algorithm (EZW) [5]. AC is
widely used to design cryptosystems not only for its superiority in compression perfor-
mance, but also for its desirable characteristics in cryptography. AC has been developed
over several decades and gained its prevalence after Witten et al. gave an implementation
in finite precision [29]. Binary AC has been adopted in multimedia compression stan-
dards, such as MQ coding in JPEG2000 [8] and context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding
(CABAC) in H.264 [1]. AC is optimal in that it can be arbitrarily close to the entropy
of the probability distributions, thus it is better than encodings such as Huffman cod-
ing, which are restricted to integral bits per character. Another feature of AC, valuable
from the viewpoint of cryptography, is that if the decoder loses its place in the trans-
mitted bit-stream, it is very difficult for it to regain synchronization [23]. By this virtue,
the encoded stream cannot be easily recovered if some parameters or AC processes are
kept secret. Various secure AC schemes have been proposed for protecting images and
videos in the literature [1, 4, 7, 8, 10, 15, 16, 19–21, 27, 28, 30], but many of them are
found to be insecure [2, 3, 6, 9, 12, 13, 18, 25, 33–36]. Therefore, it is of great impor-
tance for practical deployment to investigate the security of encryption schemes based
on AC.

In this paper, we analyze the security of secure binary arithmetic coding schemes
based on interval shrinking and propose attacks on different shrinking strategies. Our
contributions can be summarized as follows: 1) We formalize interval shrinking strate-
gies into uni-shrinking and bi-shrinking, and give the conditions with their proofs
where shrinking cannot guarantee the security of encoded code stream and it is
decodable by using traditional AC decoder without any knowledge about the shrink-
ing. 2) We present efficient attacks on both uni-shrinking and symmetric bi-shrinking,
and our attacks work for many secure binary AC schemes as long as the consid-
ered shrinking strategies are adopted. 3) We conduct extensive experiments to validate
the feasibility of our attacks. 4) An effective remedy is given to resist the proposed
attacks.
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This rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction on
related work. Section 3 gives a brief introduction about binary AC and the basic principle
of secure binary AC based on interval shrinking. Security analysis of secure binary AC
schemes based on interval shrinking is given in Section 4. Effective remedy to improve the
security of binary AC encryption schemes is also provided in Section 5. Section 6 concludes
the paper.

2 Related work

A great deal of research has been done on secure AC. In [28], Witten and Cleary pointed
out the potential of affording privacy by text compression and gave some initial con-
sideration of joint compression and encryption on adaptive AC. Bergen and Hogan then
investigated the security of static AC [2] and adaptive AC [3] respectively, and found that
AC is not secure by itself. Cleary et al. also gave some theoretical analysis on inferring
the probability of binary symbols for static model AC [6], and showed that for a cho-
sen plaintext attack, a sequence of w + 2 symbols is sufficient to uniquely determine the
symbol probability represented in w-bit. Irvine et al. showed that AC, as a symmetric
cryptosystem, can be reduced naturally to the NP-complete subset sum problem [9]. [3]
presented a flooding attack on adaptive AC. The attack is not capable of explicitly discov-
ering the key. It is aimed at taking control of the model and reducing it to a manageable
form. Later, [18] proposed an adaptive brute-force attack to recover the key under adap-
tive model. However, if the codec can be re-initialized regularly, it will make the attack
in [3] and [18] infeasible. In [20] and [19], Liu et al. presented a secure adaptive AC
resisting Bergen-Hogan attack by 1) using random numbers as the initial frequency counts
for every symbol, 2) selecting the initial interval randomly, 3) substituting the first 16-bit
output of the encoder, and 4) shrinking the current interval by a random secret string cycli-
cally. However, the interval shrinking operation weakens the compression performance by
2%.

In [10], the decoding process of AC is considered as repetition of Bernoulli shift map,
and data encryption is achieved by controlling the piecewise linear maps by a secret key in
three kinds of approaches, i.e. perturbation method, switching method, and source extension
method. In [8], Grangetto et al. proposed a randomized binary AC (RAC) for JPEG2000.
The basic idea is to use a pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) to control the swap-
ping of the intervals of the least probable symbol (LPS) and the most probable symbol
(MPS). The efficiency of this approach is expected to be worse than that of the standard
approach (i.e. using a keystream to mask the compressed data) since the length of the
keystream is longer than the compressed data [11]. Recently, Katti et al. presented a the-
oretical definition of security for encryption schemes that modify compression schemes
for encryption in [12], and proved that RAC does not satisfy the indistinguishability under
ciphertext-only attacks [14]. A binary AC with key-based interval splitting (ISAC) was
proposed in [27], which breaks the continuity requirement of the interval for a symbol in
traditional AC. However, the scheme is found to be vulnerable to known plaintext and cho-
sen plaintext attacks [11] and [15]. [15] also suggested an enhanced version, called the
secure AC (SAC), by introducing permutation steps at the input and output. Zhou et al.
addressed the security problem of SAC under a chosen ciphertext attack in [35] and [36],
and found that the codeword permutation step could be removed by recovering the key
vectors used in the codeword permutation step. Sun et al. also found it is vulnerable to
chosen-plaintext [25].
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There are also some researches on secure AC utilizing chaotic cryptography. Bose and
Pathak integrated a variable model AC with a coupled chaotic system for designing an
encryption scheme [4]. Zhou and Au gave their comments on [4] in [33]. Mi et al. pro-
posed an arithmetic coder whose mapping intervals are changed irregularly according to a
keystream derived from chaotic map and plaintext [21]. Li and Zhang presented a secure AC
scheme based on nonlinear dynamic filter (NDF) with changeable coefficients [16]. Wong
et al. found that iterating a skew tent map reversely is equivalent to AC, and proposed a
simultaneous compression and encryption scheme in which the chaotic map model for AC is
determined by a secret key. Moreover, the compressed sequence is masked by a pseudoran-
dom keystream generated by another chaotic map [30]. Duan et al. introduced a randomized
AC scheme based on order-1 Markov model that achieves encryption by scrambling the
symbol’s order in the model and choosing the relevant order’s probability randomly [7].

From the above review, we can find that many secure AC schemes are developed in
ad hoc, and the definition of security model is often absent. For this reason, the secu-
rity analysis of existing secure AC schemes are also scheme-specific. In [12] and [13],
the authors gave a security definition, i.e. indistinguishability, of encryption scheme using
AC and found the corresponding attacks. In this paper, from another aspect, we theoreti-
cally formalize and analyze the process of interval shrinking, and find attacks on a class
of encryption schemes based on interval shrinking. Meanwhile, our attacks are simple and
efficient.

3 Secure binary AC based on interval shrinking

3.1 Binary AC

The basic principle of AC is using a decimal fraction between [0, 1) to represent the
source message, which is also called as floating-point AC. When coding alphabet is binary,
it is called binary AC. Because binary AC is often adopted for practical application in
multimedia compression, we focus on binary AC in this paper. Figure 1 illustrates the
process of encoding a message M = aba where p(a) = 0.75, p(b) = 0.25. The encod-
ing is conducted in a recursive way. Final interval [0.296875, 0.4375) is assigned to the
message M , and any decimal fraction within that interval can be used to denote the mes-
sage. The decoding task is performed by the dual procedure. Please refer to [29] for
detail.

With the increasing message length, the length of assigned interval to represent
that message will decrease. Thus, it needs higher precision to denote a decimal
fraction within that interval, which may not be satisfied when it is implemented
in finite precision. Another problem is that the whole code stream is only avail-
able when the entire encoding process finishes. Integer AC is proposed to solve
these problems in [29], and it was further optimized in [22]. The integer AC uti-
lizes integers to present intervals and introduces renormalization to support incremental
transmission.

Another merit of AC is that it separates the statistical model and the coder [29]. This
offers great flexibility in compression as well as programming. According to the incorpo-
rated models, AC can be classified into: 1) static AC, in which the model is predetermined
and fixed for all source messages; 2) content-based AC, whose model is collected in advance
from the source to be encoded; and 3) adaptive AC, that updates the model based on the
symbol being encoded and uses the updated model to encode the next symbol on the fly.
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Fig. 1 An example of encoding aba using binary AC

We can use fixed model here to include static model and content-based model since they
are both constant during the coding process.

3.2 Secure binary AC based on interval shrinking

Interval shrinking is usually utilized in AC to design encryption schemes [20] and [19]. It is
found in [20] that AC is sensitive to the end points of the current interval, and the decoder
is unable to work if at some place these values maintained by the encoder and decoder have
only very slight differences. For this reason, the status of the decoder should be always
identical to that of encoder to rebuild the original message. If current interval of encoder is
secretly shrunk, the decoder will lose synchronization and be unable to recover the source
message exactly.

Generally speaking, the interval can be shrunk by 1) changing upper bound, 2) changing
lower bound, and 3) changing upper and lower bounds. We call the strategy as uni-shrinking
when shrinking is done at one end of the interval, and bi-shrinking when it is done on
both ends of the interval. In Witten et al.’s implementation [29], shrinking could be done,
as shown in Fig. 2, by decreasing the value of high or/and increasing the value of low.
For analytic clarity, we split each coding iteration with interval shrinking into two steps:
a traditional AC iteration and a subsequent shrinking operation. xn denotes the interval
partition point between two symbols in traditional AC in the nth iteration, and yn is the
interval partition point in AC with interval shrinking in nth iteration.

4 Security analysis

It is clear from Fig. 2 that the partitioned intervals for source symbols after interval shrinking
are misaligned to those of traditional AC, and some intervals after shrinking are partially
overlapped with others belonging to different symbols in traditional AC (marked in bold
lines in Fig. 2). If the final output falls into these overlapped ranges, the decoder is unable
to recover the source message correctly without knowing the secret shrinking information.
On the other side, it is found in Fig. 2 that for some symbols (a in Fig. 2b and b in Fig.
2a and c), the intervals after shrinking are subintervals of those before shrinking, and no
overlapping exists. That means if the encoder output is within these intervals, the code
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Fig. 2 Interval shrinking. a Decreasing high; b Increasing low; c Decreasing high and increasing low

stream is decodable even without knowing the shrinking information. In order to analyze
the security in this situation, we give the following two theorems.

Theorem 1 If xn ≥ yn for 1 ≤ n ≤ N , a homogeneous string Mb
N = bb . . . b

︸ ︷︷ ︸

N

encoded by

AC with interval shrinking can be decoded correctly by a traditional arithmetic decoder.

Proof First, no matter which shrinking strategy is adopted, interval shrinking does not
change the affiliation between intervals in each iteration. That is, the shrunk current interval
is still a subinterval of previous intervals. Second, if xn ≥ yn for 1 ≤ n ≤ N , the interval
assigned to symbol b by arithmetic encoder with interval shrinking falls into a subinterval
of that by traditional arithmetic encoder. This means the output after interval shrinking is
also a legal representation of Mb

N = bb . . . b
︸ ︷︷ ︸

N

in traditional AC. Based on these two points,

If xn ≥ yn for 1 ≤ n ≤ N , the string Mb
N encoded by AC with interval shrinking can be

decoded correctly by a traditional arithmetic decoder.

Theorem 2 If xn ≤ yn for 1 ≤ n ≤ N , a homogeneous string Ma
N = aa . . . a

︸ ︷︷ ︸

N

encoded by

AC with interval shrinking can be decoded correctly by a traditional arithmetic decoder.

Proof Along the same lines as the preceding proof.

We now use the above theorems to analyze the security of uni-shrinking and bi-shrinking.

4.1 Uni-shrinking

In the uni-shrinking strategy, if the plain message is elaborately chosen, it is easy to recover
the encrypted code stream with the traditional arithmetic decoder, no matter how the symbol
frequency is distributed or how much the interval is shrunk. More specifically, in Fig. 2a, the
interval of symbol b after shrinking is a subinterval of the interval before shrinking. If the
next symbol to be encoded is b, a traditional arithmetic decoder is capable of recovering the
original source message ab. Since the coding procedure of AC is iterative, it is easy to prove
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that xn ≥ yn for n ≥ 1 in this scenario. For this reason, if we construct a string satisfying
the format of M = ∗bb . . ., where ∗ denotes a legal leading symbol, the whole string M

can be recovered without any knowledge of interval shrinking according to Theorem 1.
Two points should be noted here: 1) The conclusion here is for the fixed model. When the
adaptive model is considered, Mb = bb . . . still works. 2) Fig. 2 shows the situation of
interval shrinking after encoding current symbol in each iteration. If the interval is shrunk
first in each iteration, the proposed attack is still feasible for Mb. The discussion in Fig. 2b
is very similar to that of Fig. 2a, and choosing a string M = ∗aa . . . or Ma = aa . . . can
achieve the same purpose.

Based on the discussion above, we summarize the attack for uni-shrinking strategy as
follows. Assume m is the source symbol located on the opposite end of shrinking direction,
e.g. m = b in Fig. 2a, if we construct a source message of the following format:

M =
{ ∗mm . . . , fixed model,

mm . . . , adaptive model
(1)

then M can be correctly decoded with traditional AC if it is encoded by one of the uni-
shrinking strategies. The attack procedures can also be described in Algorithm 1.

To validate this theoretical analysis, we implement the secure binary AC algorithm with
interval shrinking based on Witten et al.’s version [29] (we include message length informa-
tion at the head of code stream for simplicity and do not consider the terminating symbol).
In static and adaptive models, the models are initialized with equal frequencies for all sym-
bols. The experimental results are shown in Table 1. The formats of source messages are
chosen by (1) in different scenarios, and the decoded messages are always identical with the
source messages, which is consistent with our theoretical conclusion.

4.2 Bi-shrinking

When shrinking is done on both ends of interval (depicted in Fig. 2c), several situations
should be considered. We classify the bi-shrinking strategy into symmetric bi-shrinking and
unsymmetric bi-shrinking based on whether the shrinking ratios at two ends are equal or not
in each iteration, and focus on the symmetric bi-shrinking situation here for simplicity and
it can be generalized to the unsymmetric situation. We analyze the security of symmetric
bi-shrinking in floating-point AC and discuss its extension in integer AC. Suppose Mb

n =
bb . . . b
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

(n ≥ 1) is encoded by bi-shrinking, the interval partit ion points xn and yn can be

formulated as below:
⎧

⎨

⎩

xn = ln + (hn − ln)p(b)

yn = ln + (hn − ln)p(εl)

+(hn − ln)(1 − p(ε))p(b)

(2)
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Table 1 Experimental results on attacking encryption schemes based on uni-shrinking

Strategy Model Source message (M) Code stream (C) Decoded message (M ′)

Uni-shrinking

Static
bbbbbbbbbb 000000000001 bbbbbbbbbb

(Decreasing high)

abbbbbbbbb 100000000001 abbbbbbbbb

Content-based
bbbbbbbbbb 001 bbbbbbbbbb

abbbbbbbbb 110110 abbbbbbbbb

Adaptive bbbbbbbbbb 01101 bbbbbbbbbb

Uni-shrinking

Static
aaaaaaaaaa 111111111101 aaaaaaaaaa

(Increasing low)

baaaaaaaaa 011111111101 baaaaaaaaa

Content-based
aaaaaaaaaa 101 aaaaaaaaaa

baaaaaaaaa 001001 baaaaaaaaa

Adaptive aaaaaaaaaa 11110 aaaaaaaaaa

where [ln, hn) is the coding interval in nth iteration, p(εh) and p(εl) are the shrinking ratios
on both ends, and p(ε) = p(εh) + p(εl).

We can easily solve (2) and get
⎧

⎪
⎨

⎪
⎩

xn = l0 + (h0 − l0)p
n+1(b)

yn = l0 + (h0 − l0)p(b)p(εl)
1−pn(b)(1−p(ε))n

1−p(b)(1−p(ε))

+(h0 − l0)p
n+1(b)(1 − p(ε))n

(3)

where [l0, h0) is the initial coding interval.
In the floating-point AC, if symmetric bi-shrinking is considered, (3) is simplified to (4)

since h0 = 1, l0 = 0, and p(εh) = p(εl) = r .
{

xn = pn+1(b)

yn = p(b)r
1−pn(b)(1−2r)n

1−p(b)(1−2r)
+ pn+1(b)(1 − 2r)n

(4)
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Fig. 3 The difference between xn and yn in symmetric bi-shrinking when r = 0.01
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Fig. 4 The trajectories of xn and yn in symmetric bi-shrinking. a p(b) = 0.1, r = 0.01; b p(b) = 0.5, r =
0.01; c p(b) = 0.9, r = 0.01; d p(b) = 0.99, r = 0.01; e p(b) = 0.9, r = 0.1

From Theorem 1, the security of shrinking strategy lies in the values of xn and yn. Given
r = 0.01, the difference between xn and yn in symmetric bi-shrinking is plotted in Fig.
3 with respect to different values of p(b). It is found that the larger value p(b) takes, the
higher probability we have to recover Mb

N using the traditional arithmetic decoder. Figure
4a-d give a clearer view of the trajectories of xn and yn for different p(b). When p(b) is
large enough, say 0.9, the condition in Theorem 1, i.e. xn ≥ yn, could be satisfied with a
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proper N while 1 ≤ n ≤ N . Meanwhile, the larger p(b), the larger N , e.g. N = 10 when
p(b) = 0.9 (Fig. 4c) and N = 100 when p(b) = 0.99 (Fig. 4d). Another observation is
that under the same value of p(b), N increases with decreasing r , e.g. N = 8 when r = 0.1
(Fig. 4e) while N = 10 when r = 0.01 (Fig. 4c). This result is self-explaining because
less shrinking will reduce the probability of ambiguity in decoding, when r = 0 the scheme
turns to be a traditional AC and no security can be provided therein.

The above analysis about symmetric bi-shrinking is based on the encoding of homoge-
neous strings containing b, and similar results can be derived if Ma

n = aa . . . a
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

is considered.

When randomness is introduced, the value of r is usually generated by a PRNG and varies
in each iteration. In this case, we assume r is a random number in [0, R] (i.e. r ∈ [0, R]).
The above conclusions still hold by substituting r with R in the above equations, except that
we may get a greater N to satisfy the conditions in Theorem 1 and 2, which benefits our
cryptanalysis.

The experimental results are listed in Table 2. We set R = 0.01 and generate the
value of r between [0, R] by rand function in the C programming language. As stated
above, when R is given, the selection or the randomness performance of PRNG may
only make the encoded output slightly different but will not affect the correctness of
decoded messages within the length of N . In the static model, the symbol frequencies
are set manually to meet the requirement. In content-based and adaptive models, the
symbol frequencies are initialized as equal by setting all frequency counters to 1 and
the model is built based on the source messages or updated on the fly during encod-
ing. As can be seen from Table 2, all the messages encrypted by AC with symmetric
bi-shrinking are correctly recovered by traditional arithmetic decoder. It is found in the
experiments where the attack has good performance on the adaptive model, because
the probability of MSB keeps increasing between consecutive two halving points and

Table 2 Experimental results on attacking encryption schemes based on symmetric bi-shrinking when R =
0.01

Model Initial Probability Source message (M) Code stream (C) Decoded message (M ′)

Static
p(b) = 0.9 bbbbbbbbbb 001 bbbbbbbbbb

p(b) = 0.1 aaaaaaaaaa 110 aaaaaaaaaa

Content-based
p(b) = 0.5 bbbbbbbbbb 001 bbbbbbbbbb

p(b) = 0.5 aaaaaaaaaa 101 aaaaaaaaaa

Adaptive
p(b) = 0.5 bbbbbbbbbb 01110 bbbbbbbbbb

p(b) = 0.5 aaaaaaaaaa 11110 aaaaaaaaaa
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this gives traditional arithmetic decoder the capability of recovering longer message
correctly.

It should be noted that for the integer AC, there may be some errors at the end of recov-
ered messages of length N , especially when N is large. In integer implementation such as
Witten et al.’s version [29], the magnitude of interval shrinking sr in symmetric bi-shrinking
is usually done by

sr = (high − low)r (5)

However, the changes of range (high − low) are not monotonic as the renormal-
ization enlarges the current interval. Therefore, the value of sr may be greater than
our expectation even if a threshold R is given to r . For example, suppose high =
(168)10 = (10101000)2, low = (128)10 = (10000000)2, and R = 0.01, we can
get sr ≤ 40. If renormalization is carried on, high = (80)10 = (01010000)2,
low = (0)10 = (00000000)2, then sr ≤ 80 with the same R. Since the magni-
tude of interval shrinking may increase, N satisfying the condition in Theorem 1 or 2
will decrease, and the length of correctly decoded messages will be shorter than our
expectation.

5 Remedy

In this section, we propose an effective remedy to enhance the security of binary AC encryp-
tion schemes based on interval shrinking. An intuitive and effective way is applying a
bit-wise XOR operation on the output of AC code stream [34]. Specifically, a PRNG with
a secret seed is adopted to generate a sequence of keystream, and the keystream is then
used to mask the output of AC code stream by bit-wise XOR operation. It is formulated
as below:

C = C ⊕ K (6)

where K is the keystream generated by a PRNG. Because XOR operation confuses the code
stream, we cannot get any interval assignment information from it. In this case, Decoding
the masked code stream with traditional AC or secure AC in the absence of secret seed will
lead to errors.

With this remedy, we need to generate a keystream whose length is equivalent to the
length of AC code stream, so the coding speed may be affected. To alleviate the negative
impact on coding efficiency, we can selectively mask part of AC code steam rather than
every single bit of AC code stream, say every few bits. By doing so, we can get a good
tradeoff between security and efficiency.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we analyze the security of secure binary arithmetic coding (AC) schemes
based on interval shrinking. We formalize the interval shrinking strategies into uni-
shrinking and symmetric bi-shrinking. Then we give the conditions with their proofs
under which interval shrinking is insecure. Based on this classification and conditions,
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we analyze the security of uni-shrinking and symmetric bi-shrinking in static, content-
based, and adaptive AC models, present attacks are to recover the plain message using
a traditional arithmetic decoder. An effective improvement to resist the attacks is also
provided.
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